Cosmetic Town Relaunches Forum Section to Increase Interaction Between Patients and Doctors

*Cosmetic Town is restarting its forum section as well as updating the user experience for both patients and doctors.*

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) September 18, 2017 -- Cosmetic Town, an online plastic surgery and information community, has recently relaunched the forum section on its website. According to the senior editor of Cosmetic Tow, “Our forum section is an interactive, and popular, section of the website where readers can ask questions as well as provide answers to other forum members thinking about having cosmetic surgery. The interaction and sharing among our forum users has helped the participants grow into a thriving online information community.”

The topics covered in the Cosmetic Town forums cover a wide variety of cosmetic surgery treatments including rhinoplasty, tummy tuck, face lifts and breast surgery. The senior editor noted that “we performed due diligence when researching cosmetic surgery topics that were most relevant to our audience. There are fourteen forum sections dedicated to specific cosmetic surgery topics as well as one forum section that spotlights procedures not included in the main sections.”

When asked about the response from doctors, the senior editor said “they are excited to have a venue to directly connect with our readers. Our forum users appreciate the fact that they can engage in meaningful discussions with board-certified physicians about the procedures that are of interest to them. Many of our readers are just starting to research plastic surgery topics so they are very knowledgeable when it comes to medical terms and conditions. The ability to ask doctors, who are experts in their medical fields, takes the mystery out of surgical techniques since they answer questions in a way that everyone can understand what is involved in cosmetic surgery procedures.”

The Cosmetic Town team plans to continue connecting doctors and patients in the forum section. “We are grateful to these busy medical professionals for taking the time to interact with our readers. An informed patient is one who is well prepared to make an important decision about undergoing a medical procedure. The doctors give relevant medical advice while interacting with, and educating, the members of our forum section.”

About Cosmetic Town
Cosmetic Town is an online cosmetic medicine publication that also features doctors who were endorsed and highly recommended by their peers. This reliable and streamlined database allows users to easily navigate the website and access the information they need with just a click of a button. Users can also stay informed and get the latest news on plastic surgery by reading the regularly updated news section. Visiting the forum page is also another way for users to stay engaged and keep each other up to date.
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